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Forward:
The development of the department is purely based on the
student’s development.Thus,the department concentrates on two specific
areas for the students refinement.The first is taking up projects and
working on it and the second is improvement on students academic
results.These two activities compliments each other and also makes them
successfull person. It is important to be successfull because
“SUCCESSFULL PEOPLE ARE HAPPY PEOPLE”.
- Dr. S.M. Girirajkumar,
HoD/ ICE

From The Editorial Board:
Every achievement made by the students of our department must be
shared so that all other people in our department are aware of the
activities and also breaks the appraisement of students.The support from
the faculty members is eminent for the student activities.The public
relations team is rapturous in bridging the gap between the students and
activities in the departement.Last but not least ,we are what we repeatedly
do,excellence is not an act but a habit and we the students of ICE always
go beyond our horizon
PRTeam:
B.Irfhanna Ameer,Second Year
S.Teena,Second Year
R.Milan Patel, Second Year
G.Subbiah Srinivasan, Second Year
R.Santhoshini,Pre-Final Year
P.N.Subbulakshmi, Pre-Final Year
C.T.Muthalagappan,Pre-Final Year
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e-Yantra Workshop
ICE department conducted free e-yantra
robotics workshop
dated from 11.12.17 to
13.12.17 by Mr.Sivakumar,assistantprofessor,EEE.
Description:
•
The first day,started with an introduction
about eyantraand aurdino programming language
•
Students were separated into teams containing 5 members each
and each were supplied
with a Firebird V
Robot
•
On the second
day some tasks were
given to students to
move the robot and
black line follower
were made by them
•
On the final day,
students were thought
to link the firebird V
with bluetooth and the

November 2017 to 1st
December 2017, from
9:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
LabVIEW is a sys-tem
design platform and
laboratory
development environment
LabVIEW
for a visual programTraining for Third ming language from
National Instruments.
Year Students
The training session
A training session on was handled by Mr.
LabVIEW was con- Sanjay Karthick from
ducted for pre final Optithought Solutions
year students of ICE who is also an ICEian,
alumini of this college.
department from 27th
There were 41 students
workshop ended with
the distribution of the
certificates by the HOD
Dr.S.M.Giriraj Kumar
and the staff members
of the department.

of the pre final year
actively took part in
the training session.
It was indeed gaining
knowledge
through
design and conceptual
innovation. The first
day the trainer began
with the basic concepts
of LabVIEW and gradually proceeded to further concepts in further
days of the training session and simultaneously made the students to
work through for better
understanding. Then he
made it very clear what
is the ad-vantage in
learning and using
LabVIEW.The students
were made to handle
DAQ(DataAcquisition)
module and tasks were
allotted to the students.
The session was interesting and the students
were enthusiastic in
discovering the functions of the icons and
in making use of those
in their programs. This

5 day training was a
successful
and
a
fruitful one by the
support of Head of the
department and the
faculty members of
department of ICE.

My Rio hands on
training on myRIO
hardware for the
students of final
year ICE.
Description:
•
The final year
students of ICE were
given my RIO hardware training from
November 20, 2017 to
November 24, 2017 by
Mr. Anish from Optithought.
•
He started from
the basic definitions
and the process involved in acquiring and
generating a signal.
•
He gave a brief
explanation
about
various sensors that can
be used with my RIO.

•
He then listed out
the advantages of
myRIO and the reason
for it being used in sophisticated projects.
•
He trained the
students to install and
set up the LabVIEW
myRIO and defined
various parameters in
it
such
as
accelerometer, various
ports and its function
various sig-nals, etc.
•
He then taught to
the students to create
project and made them
to work with various
programs with myRIO
and also by interfacing
them with sensors.
•
The training was
a very helpful one to
the students to carry
out their final year
projects successfully.

LabVIEW
simplified
example
Training for second and individual based
exercises . Following
Year Students
ICE department organized a five day
NI-LabVIEW Workshop
• NI-LabVIEWWorkshop
was
conducted by the
department of Instrumentation and Control
Engineering
(ICE)
for 5 days(4-12- 17 to
8-12- 17). The workshop was handled by
Mr.D.AnishKumar(NI
team),workshop coordinator and there was
participation of 38 students of II-year from
the department of ICE.
• NI-LabVIEW
Workshop
provides
hands on experience
approach to students in
virtual instrumentation
systems in an effective
manner. The content of
the workshop is efficaciously delivered to allthe participants through

sequence is adopted in
the training process.
• Introduction to
G-Language and basics
about LabVIEW.
• Introduction to various function and control pallets in NI-LabVIEW.
• Tasks on strings,shift,register and sequence structure.
• Concept of various types of loops in
LabVIEW.
• Arrays and Clusters in NI LabVIEW
Architecture method of
system design.
• Mini project presentation.
• Each student was
provide with individual system along with
NI-LabVIEW
software preinstalled and
all the students were
given various tasks
such as TRAFFIC
LIGHT CONTROL,

7-SEGMENT
LED
DESIGN,A mini QUIZ
GAME etc., and many
more were successfully implemented using
LabVIEW.
• Dr.S.M.GiriRaj
kumar,HOD-ICE
appreciated
all
participants for their
active participation and
thanked the whole
faculty team for their
coordination. Finally
he also personally had
a look at some mini
project designed by
each
student
and
motivated all to do further high level projects
using LabVIEW.

Guest lecture on
“Preparing
the
Next Generation
of Engineer’’
Headline
ICE Department organizes Guest lecture on
“Preparing the Next
Generation of
Engineers” by Mr
Bhavesh
Mistry,
Sr.Group Manager,

from
National
Instruments, USA.
Description:
Guest lecture was arranged on 08-01- 2018
between 2:30pm to
4:00pm in facing the
“Preparing the students
for 21 st Century System Design Challenges” Eenlightenment to
third year and second
year students of the
ICE, EEE, ECE.The
guest of honor
Mr Bhavesh Mistry
Senior Group Manager
from
National
Instrument(NI),a
person from US shared
his valuable thoughts
about
the
future
generation
of
Engineers. He stated about
the job availability and
about the emergence of
autonomous car in
2021.
He shared his experience on the challenges
like air pollution, water
scarcity and cancer
diseases. Deliberation

made about Grand Engineer Challenge as the
main topic, Advance
Personalized Learning,
Reverse-Engineer the
Brain etc…
He also told about
the plans on how to
manage the challenges
in future.
He showed few clippings about the project
which were done by
many university students in college level
by using My DAQ,
MyRio and LabVIEW
software.
The NI Engineering
identified key issues
that the society faces
today on the basics of
curing cancer, climate
control,water purification etc…
The statistics of
growth of engineers in
all fields was one of
the the target of the
presentation.
He touched about the
urgent need for innovation in engineering ed-

ucation, research and
industry partnership.
Finally, he made an
eye
opener forum
which enhanced the
wide knowledge among
the students.
The welcome address was given by
Dr.D.Vallavan,
Principal , the guest
lecture organized by
department of ICE
was a guiding and informative one with
the support of H.O.D
of ICE, department
association in charge
Mr.P.Thirumurugan,
faculty members and
students.
The master of ceremony was done by
Ishwarya and Swetha
S of third year ICE.
The
chief
guest
introduction was given
by Subbulakshmi of
third year and vote of
thanks was given by
Dr.S.M.Girirajkumar,
HOD of ICE.

Guest lecture on
“PASSION TOWARDS EDUCATION”
Headline
ICE Department organizes Guest lecture on
“PASSION TOWARDS
EDUCATION”
by Mr.S.Samson Anto
Kingsley. IIM Ahmedabad
Description:
Enlightenment to
third year students of
ICE, guest lecture was
arranged on 23-12-17
between 10:00 am to
11:00 am in facing the
preparation
for
Quantitative exams.
The guest of honor, Mr.S.Samson Anto
Kingsley, a person
from our era began
with
his
brief
introduction about his
college days and how
his life went on
thereafter. He shared
his interesting experiences and turning

points of life. He stated
about
his
exam
preparation
starting
from his JEE preparation from school and
CAT exams in his college life.
He encounted how
he got interested in
economies during 2014
and his whole college
experience. He also
told how he made a
balance between his
career and his passion.
He said communication is the major tool to
explore the ideas and
shared his experiences
of having greater

opportunities
to
interact with famous
persons.
He gave a clean sentence about stress relief
and how to manage the
work at last minute.
Finally, he encouraged the students by
saying that one should
never think low of oneself and getting through
trouble times shapes
them the best.
The Master of Ceremony was given by
Ishwarya of third year
and Mohanambiga of
third year..

Apollo: World’s
First Graphene
Battery Usb C Pd
Power Bank:
Running out of battery
on your smartphone is
pretty annoying, especially when you’re
travelling and without
access to a charging
point. The simplest
solution to that is a
power bank of course.
Today i’m back with
yet another intresting
tech product Apollo
Power Bank. A Super
fast charging power
pack that fully charged
in 20 mins, playing and
working anytime and
anywhere with no
worry about charging.
So let’s see more
about this intresting
product in this thread.
So let’s get started
with this thread.
GRAPHENE COM
-POSITEBATTERY
INSIDE

Apollo realizes application of graphene
composite cell to mobile power pack for the
first time in the world
(Graphene composite
Provided by CellsX).
On the basis of the
same capacity and the
same charging current,
the cell with graphene
composite material has
much smaller internal
resistance and better
conductivity.

Therefore, temperature
rise is lower during super fast charging, so it
is safer, and cell swelling and burning will
never happen.
-Irfhanna Ameer.B
II Year ,ICE

Sophia,The
Robot:
Sophia the robot is the
first robot in history to
be granted full citizenship of a country.
Sophia the robot is the
first robot in history to
be granted full citizenship of a country.
Sophia the robot might
not have a heart or
brain, but it does have
Saudi Arabian citizenship .
As of October 25, Sophia is the first robot
in history to be a full
citi-zen of a country.
Sophia was developed
by Hanson Robotics,
led by AI developer
David Hanson. It spoke
at this year's Future
Investment Initiative,
held in the Saudi
Arabi-an capital of
Riyadh.Sophia
once
said it would "destroy
hu-mans," but this time
around the robot spoke
about its desire to live

peaceably among humans.
Among its fleet of robots, the product Hanson Robotics champions the most for
consumer use is the
Professor Einsten robot.
The 14-inch-tall personal assistant was
designed to make over
50 facial expressions as
users ask about the
weather, traffic, and basic trivia. Jeanne Lim,
chief of marketing for

Hanson Robotics, told
Business Insider in January that the company
believes lifelike robots
are the future. His mission is to get people
accustomed to seeing
Sophia’s face and have
them gain an appreciation for the advances
AI has made“She has
also become a media
darling,” the Hanson
Robotics website explains, “having given
numerous interviews to
multiple media outlets,

sang in a concert, and
even graced the cover
of one of the top fashion magazines”.Soon,
Hanson will unveil other robots to join Sophia
in a humanoid family,
and perhaps eventually
a society. Ultimately,
Hanson wants to mimic
humans’ capacity for
love, empathy, anger,
jealousy, and the sense
of being alive.
His goal is to help provide answers to the
questions What is life?,
What is intelligence?,
and What is consciousness? But the guts of
Sophia’s machinery are
intriguing. Along with
the mechanical systems
that give Sophia the
ability to “emote,” the
machine learning software stores bits of conversation in its memory
and tries to grasp the
flow of discussion to
produce live answers in
real-time.
“Sophia is an evolving

genius machine,” the
company states on its
website. “Over time,
her increasing intelligence and remarkable
story will enchant the
world and connect
with people regardless
of age, gender, and
cul-ture.”
Dr. Hanson believes
that three distinctively
human traits must be

integrated into the artificial intelligence of
these genius machines:
Creativity,
empathy,
and compassion. As an
extension of human intelligence, Hanson Robotics’ genius machines
can evolve to solve
world problems too
complex for humans
-Irfhanna Ameer.B
II YEAR,ICE

NI to Rapidly
Prototype
5G
Proof-ofConcept System
The
Challenge:
Consumer adoption of
3G and 4G LTE
standards outpaced all
other technologies and
grew to nearly 3
billion connections in
less than 15 years. It is
now projected that the
number of connected
devices will exceed 50
billion by 2020 and
mobile data traffic will
approach 197,000 PB
(petabytes)—the

data equivalent to over
10 billion Blu-ray
movies. The combination of high bandwidth data capacity,
low latency, and an
exponential number of
connected devices has
researchers
investigating networks
operating above 6 GHz
as
the
frequency
spectrum. Until now,
only frequencies below 6 GHz have been
considered for mobile
networks, mostly due
to their favorable wide
area coverage properties. While innovative

techniques will be put
into operation to make
more efficient use of
already allocated spectrum below 6 GHz,
there will be a growing
need to unlock new
spectrum bands for 5G
above 6 GHz.
The Solution: To take
on
the
mmWave
challenge,
Nokia
Networks teamed with
NI. NI delivers tools
and technologies so that
multiple
functional
disciplines
in
the
society can collaborate
cumulatively,
rather
than independently. We
used NI software to
facilitate a unified
design flow through the
develop-ment process,
so the company could
rapidly prototype its
ideas for mmWave
mobile ac-cess in a
fraction of the time of
conventional design
-SARANYA DEVI.R
II YEAR,ICE

Automated
dispensing
Robots:
Automated dispensing
Robots have been used
in logistics and distribution for many years,
but only recently in
pharmacy. In 2001, the
Audit
Commission’s
“Spoonful of sugar”
report advocated the use
of
automation
to
transform
pharmacy
services and, since then,
many UK hospi-tals
installed
dispensary
robots. Pharmacy robots have been shown
to reduce the incidence
of dispensing errors,
improve the speed and
efficiency of the dispensing process, and
optimise use of space in
the pharmacy. Robot
use
in
community
pharmacy in the UK is
still relatively limited.
However, robots have
the potential to handle
quite large volumes

of dispensing in community pharmacies, or
dispensing “hubs”, and
to release pharmacists
to develop and deliver
patient centred services.As newer, smaller
and more efficient machines become available, robot use in all
sectors of pharmacy is
likely
to
increase.
Similarly,
automated
methadone dispensing
machines (eg, Methameasure, Methadose)
offer accuracy and effi-

ciency in the laborious
methadone dispensing
process and their use is
likely to increase, too,
especially in pharmacies with a high volume
of methadone dispensing.The use of electronic ward cabinets is the
next level of automation in hospitals.
-SANTHOSHINI.R.S
III YEAR,ICE

SPORTS ACHIEVMENT
Batch
Name
Number

Event

Venue and Date

185015

Guru Prasath.V.K

Gold medal-100m,200m
silver medal-400m relay
Bronze medal-football
gold medal-400m

J.J.College of engineering
and technology
Zonal-19.8.17
zonal-19.8.17
zonal-19.8.17
district meet-20.8.17

185047

Shanawaz.S.N

Bronze medal-football and
400m relay

185040

Riyazudeen.S

Bronze medal-Football

185012

Ganesh Kumar.A

Bronze medal-batmiton

185026

Kiruba.T

Silver medal-basket ball

185023

Jithendrian.B.B

Bronze medal-hockey

185019

Iswarya.S

gold medal-basket ball
silver medal-badmiton

185013

Gayathri.T.J

silver medal-chess

J.J.College of engineering
and technology
19.8.17 to 20.8.17
13.10.17 to 14.10.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
19.8.17 to 20.8.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
11.9.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
7.9.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
19.9.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
23.10.17
Indra Ganesan college
13.9.17

Batch
Name
Number

Event

Venue and Date

195004

Alan Roddick.S

gold medal-zonal
Bronze medal-interzonal

195002

Abbas Abdul
Salam.S

bronze medal-shortput

195026

Logeshwari.S

silver medal-chess

J.J.College of engineering
and technology
19.8.17
J.J.College of engineering
and technology
13.10.17 to 14.10.17
Indra Ganesan college
13.9.17

INTERNSHIP & PLACEMENT
Yr

Student Name

Company
Name

Duration

Internship/placement

IV

Prathiba

Vuram
Technologies

6months

Internship

IV

Suriyaraj

6months

Internship

IV

Shivamanikandan

Preipolar
Engineering
Private Limited
Opti Thought

4months

Internship

IV

Syed Ahamed Raza

Opti Thought

4months

Internship

IV

Prakash.K

Opti Thought

4months

Internship

IV

Vivesh Ranchan

CMS IT Services

-

Placed

IV

Kiruthika R

Infosys

-

Placed

IV

Somasundaram

Infosys

-

Placed

PHOTOGRAPHY

-KIRUBA.T
III YEAR,ICE

-SHAMEEM
III YEAR,ICE

-OVIYA
III YEAR,ICE

-KISHORE.S
II YEAR,ICE

ARTS CORNER

-R.S.SANCHALI,
II YEAR,ICE

-G.KIRTHIKA,
II YEAR,ICE

-RAVIENDRAN
II YEAR, ICE

-R.G.HARIHARAN
II YEAR,ICE

Brought to you by the Public Relations team of The
department of Instrumentation and Control Engineering,
Saranathan College of Engineering,Trichy.

